
1 Corinthians 12:14-21 NLT
Yes, the body has many different parts, not just one part. If the foot says, “I am not a part of the body 

because I am not a hand,” that does not make it any less a part of the body. And if the ear says, “I 
am not part of the body because I am not an eye,” would that make it any less a part of the body? If 
the whole body were an eye, how would you hear? Or if your whole body were an ear, how would 

you smell anything?
But our bodies have many parts, and God has put each part just where he wants it. How strange a 
body would be if it had only one part! Yes, there are many parts, but only one body. The eye can 

never say to the hand, “I don’t need you.” The head can’t say to the feet, “I don’t need you.”

Friendship cannot properly function without you!

If you are saved, you are a part
1 Corinthians 12:14-16 NLT
Yes, the body has many different parts, not just one part. If the foot says, “I am not a part of the body 
because I am not a hand,” that does not make it any less a part of the body. And if the ear says, “I am 
not part of the body because I am not an eye,” would that make it any less a part of the body?

Every person is a different part
1 Corinthians 12:17 NLT
If the whole body were an eye, how would you hear? Or if your whole body were an ear, how would 
you smell anything?

God put your part here
1 Corinthians 12:18 NLT
But our bodies have many parts, and God has put each part just where he wants it.

You are essential to Friendship
1 Corinthians 12:19-21 NLT
How strange a body would be if it had only one part! Yes, there are many parts, but only one 
body. The eye can never say to the hand, “I don’t need you.” The head can’t say to the feet, “I don’t 
need you.”

Psalm 139:14 NIV
I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; 

your works are wonderful, I know that full well.
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